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One of the main goals of the Association of European Schools of Planning (AESOP) (www.aesop-planning.eu/) is to acquire “a leading role and entering its expertise into ongoing debates and initiatives regarding planning education and planning qualifications of future professionals”. In this frame, the AESOP thematic group “Sustainable Food Planning” (www.aesop-planning.eu/blogs/en_GB/sustainable-food-planning) find its rationale recognizing that “Fashioning a sustainable food system is one of the most compelling challenges of the 21st Century. Because of its multi-functional character, food is an ideal medium through which to design sustainable places, be they urban, rural or peri-urban places. For all these reasons, food planning is now bringing people together from a wide range of backgrounds, including planners, policy-makers, politicians, designers, health professionals, environmentalists, farmers, food businesses, gastronomists and civil society activists among many others”.

In 2015, after having been hosted in England, Wales, Germany, France and the Netherlands through out this time providing a unique forum for cross disciplinary and interdisciplinary exchanges, the 7th Annual Conference of the AESOP thematic group SFP has been held in Torino, Italy (October, 7-9). The Torino Conference (Localizing urban food strategies. Farming cities and performing rurality) aimed at exploring new frontiers of education and research, drawing inspiration by policies and practices already implemented or still in progress, and in the meantime bringing advancement over some key issues already tackled during previous SFP conferences.
To this end, Localizing urban food strategies implied to relate education and research as well as policies and practices, to the national, regional and local levels, not only as administrative scales but as physical and cultural contexts in which food discourses have a deep influence on urban and regional planning agendas.

In this light Localizing meant:
- to connect scales of discourse and action: how we can promote, co-produce, analyze and compare urban food strategies in different places, linked together by common goals of SFP that valorise the role of local territories and policies, but also by global food networks that have a strong geopolitical power on local contexts.
- to better understand the possible contribution of the different places in building a glocal discourse on food planning, in line with the general debate brought forward by United Nations agencies (i.e. UNCHS and other agencies and networks) on the localization of Sustainable Development Goals after 2015;
- to stress the role of the local dimension, remaining conscious, on the one hand, of the risk of “local traps” and, on the other hand, of the isomorphism of a flat world in which “local” is mostly a rhetoric behind the so-called “green washing” process;
- to build a local insight in which the different disciplines and knowledge are re-connected by re-considering food systems: scholars and practitioners are called to apply their theoretical and operational perspectives in order to frame and perform in local terms their idea on urban food strategies.

In general terms, the Conference focused on the following goals:
- to reinforce the struggle for food safety and the environmental protection in the Global North and South;
- to provide a proper insight on how current training and research programs meet the new challenges of food planning in different countries and cultural contexts;
- to shape the key perspectives which food planning must deal with: governance, disciplinary innovation, social inclusion, environmental sustainability;
- to consolidate the network of planning practitioners, policymakers, scholars and experts dealing with SFP in Europe and beyond.
More in detail the following issues have been addressed:
- how to develop a social and spatial strategy aimed at the achievement of a SFP and to answer to the specific conditions of different urban/metropolitan contexts;
- how to provide a thorough technological innovation able not only to orient global responses towards food security but also to enable locally appropriate solutions that take into account ecosystem cycles;
- how to develop food planning policies able to connect in a multilevel governance approach the different scales from micro (urban districts) to city-region and to national and international food policies;
- how to secure a more important role for farmers as basic stakeholders of food planning;
- how to sustain a broader inclusion of food planning issues in the research and the educational system, connecting knowledge and disciplines from urban, rural and food studies in building a new planning domain.

The conference in numbers
The papers presented in these proceedings have been selected by a group of experts being part of the scientific committee. We received 118 abstract proposals of which the scientific committee selected 84 while 65 of them were presented at the Conference. Moreover, the poster Session included 24 contributions. The present proceedings include 49 full papers.
Transcriptions of key-note presentations (by Serge Bonnefoy, Gilles Novarina, Wayne Roberts, Jan-Willem van der Schans), the special guest speech (by Carlo Petrini) and the opening remarks are not included in the following proceedings. However, video recording of these interventions and of the overall Conference are available on the Conference website (http://www.aesoptorino2015.it/the_videos) and on the AesopTorino2015 YouTube channel.
Our heartfelt thanks go to all those who have contributed in making the 7th AESOP conference on Sustainable Food Planning a success.

*We are thankful to all the students and the volunteers that supported us before, during and after the conference and in particular to: Francesca Basile, Silvia Borra, Alessandra Michi, Ginevra Sacchetti, Stefania Mancuso, Valeria Squadrito, Sara Muzzarelli, Simone Pirruccio, Alberto Keller, Elisa Gemello, Chiara Marchetto, Chiara Fratucello, Giulia Franchello, Rossella Bianco, Tatiana Altavilla, Alessandra Rauccio, Matteo Faltieri, Lorenzo Bottiglieri, Filippo Bolognesi, Roberta Garnerone, Alberto Cena, Silvia Zucchermaglia, Andrea Aimar, Andrea Coletta, Yaiza Di Biase, Alessandro Ventura e Ramona Manisi.*
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Giuseppe Cinà and Egidio Dansero
DO AN URBAN FOOD POLICY NEEDS NEW INSTITUTIONS? LESSON LEARNED FROM THE FOOD POLICY OF MILAN TOWARD FOOD POLICY COUNCILS

Andrea Calori 1

Abstract: The Food Policy of Milan is one of the first European experiences that is managing an entire process that is articulated on an assessment of the whole urban food system, a public consultation phase to share a common vision and specific priorities, the definition of a document for an integrated policy and a number of projects that are implementing the priorities. This experience is the result of the cooperation between Fondazione Cariplo, the major Italian philanthropic actor that has been playing from a long time the key role of co-promoter of most part of the local bottom-up social experiences concerning food, and the direct commitment of the municipality, that now is asked to play a different regional role due to process of the definition of the new Metropolitan Area.

The paper will be focusing on the constraints and the opportunities that the institution has to take advantage of the wide social basis that has been consolidated in many years of activities of a number of social actors and networks connected to food issues. One key question concerns the capability to support institutional changes through the consolidation of these new political arenas and not simply to support projects that are already well done by a lot of bottom up experiences.

The observation of the Milan experience gives the possibility to verify how the capability to set the issues of the public debates are connected to the availability of different data and informations that could be crucial to shift from ideological approaches (local-global; small-big; collective-private; etc.) to a more aware public dialogue and decision making process.

A lot of actors and processes, in fact, are being developing not only outside the field of the public action, but also “under” the level of visibility of the most diffused analysis that are available. The paper will discuss the problems and the opportunities that the Milan experience is facing in creating a common and verified knowledge on urban food issues.

1. The context of the Urban Food Policy of Milan

At the beginning of 2014 the Municipality of Milan has launched a series of activities to define an urban food policy that integrates in a comprehensive framework many issues that are directly and indirectly connected to the whole food cycle (production, processing, distribution, trade, consumption, waste and recycling) and to the social, economic and environmental issues that are affected by the food cycle: demographics, welfare, connected economies, input and output of stocks and energy, ecological footprint, etc.

From the point of view of the actions that are outlined by the urban food policy of Milan, the geographical context refers particularly to the municipality and its administrative boundaries but, when considering the scale of reference of the analysis, a lot of issues have been considered at the

1 ESTà (Economia e Sostenibilità) - www.assesta.it, www.foodcities.org , andrea.calori@assesta.it

ESTà is a non profit think tank that works to promote the culture of a socially and enviromentally sustainable economy. ESTà collaborates with institutions, as well as social and economic actors by providing strategic support, researches, training, coaching, communication and networking services. ESTà operates with a local approach to development an sustainability, supporting small communities as well as international organizations and institutions.
metropolitan or regional scale. This is because a lot of food issues that related to a city like Milan can only be analyzed and understood at a larger scale. The Milanese context is a complex system of very dense settlements and, secondly, the territory is characterized by elements of excellence in agricultural production. The City of Milan is part of the Parco Agricolo Sud Milano (South Milan Agricultural Park), that includes 88 municipalities, that is the largest agricultural park in Europe as well as being the first to be founded. Beside this, the Milan area is now experiencing an important institutional change that is associated with the process of establishing the Metropolitan Area, replacing the previous Provincia (district) and that, potentially, could bring some institutional changes concerning the policies connected to food. In the following pages the experience of Milan is used as a background reference to contextualize ideas and approaches that are carried on and observed in a lot of other experiences at local and global level within the context of social movements and local citizens initiatives.

2. New public arenas for new policies

The elements that can be used to build an urban strategy linked to food are declined in different ways depending on the context, because the food cycles are intimately connected to each place; depending on environmental conditions, on the territorial feature and on the peculiarities of social organizations and the economies. This activity of contextualization covers both the specific contents of an urban food policy, and the institutional forms that these policies may have in a local perspective. Therefore it is crucial to consider not only the general contents of the policies that are related to food (productivity, prices, nutrition, etc.) or to consider the peculiarities of the "urban needs," but also to decline this contents and these needs within the system of actors that are part of a particular context. The definition of policy issues - environment, production, nutrition, welfare, etc - depends, in fact, on the types and configuration of the actors moving on the scene around the food issues and not only on the initial setting that is proposed by the promoter of the policy. In other words, the possibility of the city government to effectively influence the urban food system depends on its capability to mobilize those actors who brings contents at the urban level, to work on their perception of the relevance of the food needs and on their interests. Finally, it depends also on the capability to define new public spaces for dialogue to transform these perceptions, these interests and these needs into shared choices that can be referred to the local context.

This is particularly important in all the policy areas that are not consolidated in the existing institutional systems, including those that are related to urban and regional food system. These policy areas, in fact, requires a discussion and an integration process that has to affect a number of policies that currently are handled in a sectorial way (production, trade, environment, land, etc.) and various institutional levels. Beside this, most of the food policies do not consider the urban and metropolitan context as a specific object of interest, even if the global food system depends to a large extent on the urban ways of life that are shaping an urbanized world.

The clearest example of the absence of urban issues in the discussions related to food is the “agricultural side” of the food system. Urban issues are not usually considered in agricultural negotiations at the international level and, in the European Union, agricultural policies are regulated, determined and managed at European, national and regional level and not at the local level. Beside this, there is a clear privilege for rural contexts more than having urban perspectives, and cities are usually considered as end markets and not as an object of specific actions. This approach depends on the fact that, before speaking about urban food policies, generally food policies does not exist, but only agricultural policies, trade policies, transport policies, etc.
Using these considerations as baseline, the paper focuses on the observation of the dynamics between those actors who act in the context of Milan while elaborating their strategies of aggregation in an innovative way to manage issues that are related to components of the food system. The observation of these actors can facilitate the definition of some indications for a theoretical and methodological approach that can help to understand whether and to what extent such types of coalitions of new “food actors” can be a resource to manage the challenges connected to an urban approach to food.

3. Grassroots actors and food movements

In recent years new “food actors” have emerged in the context of Milan, occupying and defining new cultural and public spaces in connection with food issues and working at the urban level. The most diffused type of these actors is a large galaxy of micro-initiatives that refer essentially to the principles of solidarity economy and sustainable lifestyles. These initiatives have generated different forms of informal coalitions that focus on the enhancement of quality local food, the direct relationship between producer and consumer and the importance of human relations in economic exchanges.

In Milan and its surrounding area, at the beginning of 2000s a lot of grassroots experiences begun to develop to promote direct links between production and consumption in which the relationship between town and country was an important factor. In 2002 was founded the first network of Gruppi di Acquisto Solidale (GAS – solidarity purchasing groups), which are groups of families (from 15 to 100 families for each purchasing group) who organize themselves to buy food directly from producers, defining features and price of the products referring on criteria of quality, sustainability and ethical production. The GAS are a phenomenon that was born in Italy in the early 90s and can be identified as the Italian declination of what is defined Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) in the Anglo-Saxon context and something similar to the AMAPs (Association pour le Maintien de l'Agriculture Paysanne) in the French-speaking world.

In the city of Milan about 80 GAS are currently surveyed approximately and, at the metropolitan level, there are around 150 groups. While considering these data we have to compare them with the existing studies that have been made in different Italian regions and that estimate that, in each territory, the number of surveyed GAS (or belonging to any organized network) are about half of the real total.

On the basis of the dynamics that have been briefly summarized above, for years a significant number of projects has been developed to create networks among these experiences of socioeconomic self-organization and to upscale these experiences and in the perspective of stimulating new fields of public action. Most part of these initiatives have been significantly supported by Fondazione Cariplo, the largest Italian philanthropic foundation, that has the mission to support actions on culture, welfare, research and environment throughout the Lombardy Region, of which Milan is the capital city. Fondazione Cariplo has funded several researches and on field projects that are based on social networks, on other forms of self-organized actions that are sometimes co-promoted through partnership with local institutions (GAS networks, farmers markets, community gardens, social horticulture, etc).

Currently, in the metropolitan area, there are dozens of farms that sell directly to GAS with stable partnerships. On this basis, since the mid-2000s there was also a process to create the so called Districts of Social Economy (DES), which arise as coalitions of GAS, farms and other actors that are oriented to act under the principles of solidarity economy (ethical banks, microcredit actors, fair trade initiatives, etc.) with the purpose to promote new forms of local economy with solidarity.
principles. Their structure is often informal and they are characterized as networks connected to specific territories.

This is only a part of the experiences of informal public policies that, in the Milan area, have raised the attention of a significant percentage of the city population. Furthermore, starting from the first half of 2000s a series of action/researches that were conducted by research groups alongside social networks have produced some scenarios to support the development of local networks producers and consumers; trying also to highlight the potential effects of these networks on institutional policies to the metropolitan scale.

These experiences were the vehicle to facilitate the convergence between sustainable consumption practices, different cultural sensitivities, the effects of the economic and environmental crisis, the emersion of new forms of social relationship based on social and solidarity economies and other trends that show a real chance to connect a number of food issues with the social the urban context. After years in which these dynamics have been generated and fed into social processes, some institutional attentions are emerging in the process of changing the current state of substantial separation between territorial, agricultural and rural policies.

4. From grassroots initiatives to public policies

In this rich and varied context, the “lacking connections” are usually the public bodies that have some difficulties to understand if and how to promote specific policies concerning citizens' initiatives. This lacking connections generates a great variety of experiments, events and pilot project that are promoted by public bodies. But what really happens is that those projects are often connected more to the political initiative of a local leader than to an ordinary and well structured policy with a real possibility to be sustainable in a medium-long time. This situation is less evident in the contexts where the consolidation of public policies has been possible thanks to the combination between a good capability of public actors to innovate their processes of public interaction and a good organization of the social networks, but this lacking connection has to be considered as a very diffused status all over the world.

We can say that a lot of the needs that are expressed in the citizens initiatives connected to food are:
- not yet adequately represented in public arenas;
- not often considered by institutional policies in their deep meaning.

The combinations of all these actors and mutual dynamics brings out a general consideration concerning the capability of these networks to become objects of public policies. This universe of experiences is complex due to the fact that they manage unexpressed needs of different nature and involve very different actors that are hardly be defined in the traditional rigid “social” or “economical” frames that grew up in Modernity (e.g. omnicomprehensive mass associations, business actors, etc.). Consequently, the capability of the public bodies to work in the contexts of these networks is connected to the capability to recognize them in their specificities.

From the point of view of the needs, a fundamental problem to draw and to implement public policies to support citizens initiatives is that all of them brings together something that could be defined as “cluster of needs”. In other words, these actions are carried on while managing together different issues and needs that are considered as a part of a whole and not as a sum of sectors or elements that are disconnected each other.
For example in most part of the local solidarity partnerships among producers and organized consumers (like the GAS), the networks organize themselves to guarantee income to farmers, to protect the health of consumers, to educate the taste, to raise the transparency of supply chains, to increase the environmental sustainability, to reduce transportation costs and the resulting pollution, to ensure the existence of agriculture, to maintain the landscape, to characterize and differentiate agricultural products, to find guarantees to the workers, to share a more sustainable lifestyle, to live a wider concept of well-being and much more.

This cluster of needs represent, in some way, a sort of continuity with the past; even if there are significant differences both in the contents of the needs and, over all, in the way they are expressed, shared and satisfied.

From the traditional forms of mutual assistance that have always been in the farms and in rural villages - for example sharing tools for cultivation or the collective storage for the foodstuffs – starting from the XIX century the sharing practices turned in different part of Western countries into more structured organizations. These organizations, gave legal form to a number of direct partnerships among producers and created cooperatives of production and consumption, as well as mutual aid societies and rural banks. All these forms of collective management had strong local roots and were the direct expression of the capacity of the population to set rules of coexistence in the society and in the economy. These rules were also mutually guaranteed by kind of job-sharing (joint ventures and volunteer work), self-help for the needs of health (mutual aid) and community controlled forms of savings and investment (local banks and collective lendings).

4.1 Shared values and practices

Considering the complexities of the values and the combined effects of these practices, it is important not to see them only as little experiences, even if connected in wider networks. Nevertheless, if we see in a deeper way how these practices develop themselves, it must not be underestimated certain risks that are associated with the small size of the cells that are the living elements these networks. Indeed, a proper assessment of the potential and limitations of these practices is necessary to understand if and how there are some opportunities to define public policies based on the empowerment of these practices with valuable effects in a long term perspective.

The small dimension of many of these practices is also due to the fact that they were born and have grown despite public policies, in a substantial lack of financial support, without an adequate regulatory framework and in a more general lack of real assessment of the relevance of a local approach to development of which local food is an important part. This consideration is crucial to compare the potential of solidarity network with the “common market”, also not considering the great differences represented by the cluster of needs and by the immaterial values of these economies, but only to the pure economic values that are implied.

The farmer who cultivates in periurban contexts of a large city tends to consider his work as a starting point to define in a broader sense the value of what he produces that is generated through the relation with conscious consumers, in the common search of a shared experience. This value is directly related to the intrinsic qualities of the foodstuffs and to its fair remuneration, but includes also other types of intangible values associated with the farm work, such as the care of the land, the transmission of knowledge and the contribution to a well being context based on the daily consumption.
To describe this space of shared identity that is created between producers and consumers, from the mid-90s the concepts referred to the "consumer-citizens" or to the "co-producers" had begun to be used in Western countries, that in recent years have been diffused in wider contexts. These two definitions highlight four key aspects of local identity that are created in economic relations characterized by pacts that are developed within solidarity networks:
- the production and consumption patterns are transformed by incorporating elements of citizenship that put into evidence the importance of civic aspects of economic activities;
- this civic aspects are expressed in the participative construction of shared social rules that are considered as part of personal and collective daily life;
- this way of life is connected to a territorialized idea of well being that conceives the social relations as a part of a general care for the place of human life (culture and care of the land);
- in this perspective having care of the land tends to bring the farming activities (the material side of having care of the land) closer to the purchasing acts (the ideal side of having care);

5. From food issues toward food councils

The reference to the context of the new "food actors" of the Milanese context and the interpretation of the dynamics and potential of their actions and in their developments highlights an interesting topic that can help to effectively address the urban food policies.

The interpretation of the experiences suggests that the development of the potential that is connected to these actors can only happens if an adequate attention is given not only to the contents, but also to the ways in which these contents can be defined and implemented. This due to the fact that these actors are interested to propose ways of relating content as their action. The opportunity to learn positive lessons from these actors and to transfer their innovative potential within a public policy depends, therefore, on the ability to build adequate public arenas for these actors.

The point that is proposed here, therefore, is not (or not only) to introduce new contents for food policy, but rather to ensure adequate space representation for the "new needs of the food." In order to get this, what is important is to have a public debate which includes also different actors compared with the ones that, traditionally, are involved in policies.

With this premise, a key element to promote innovative urban food policies is not to go on with the usual division of sectoral policies, but to take advantage of the capability of those actors to connect people and issues; while creating a public space for debating that is more suited to take care of the these “cluster of needs”. This is a way to say that, what is important, is to represent these issues and these way of being in Local Food Councils.

These Councils were originally widespread in North America and represent a context in which local governments discusses directly with civil society on a wide range of food issues. They, however, are relatively new in Europe and, after a first experience in London that was activated in 2004, one of the first references and recognized at European level is the food council established in Bristol in 2011. Indeed, this is not of a novelty in an absolute sense, because similar institutions were created in Norway and Finland, respectively, in the late ’30s and mid-50s. However, a more modern concept of food policy council has been developed in the early 80s in the United States under the pressure of different kind of social groups (well being, fight against poverty, nutrition, etc.) and has had a rapid diffusion across North America.

In many contexts, Africa and Latin America there are also many other forms of institutionalization of social debate around food as it is around the themes of food that you have generated (or regenerated) various institutions of different levels. Some of the most striking examples in this sense...
are represented by public discussions that, starting from the level of the villages and small towns, have led movements and groups that follow the principles of the right to food and food sovereignty even to affect substantially the review processes national constitutions of several Latin American.

Compared with the first cases, that are more focused on the issues of food security and the fight against hunger, the current food policy councils have a broader approach to policies that affect food, with a multidimensional view of the food. There is no definition or a unique pattern of food policy council because they vary depending on the local circumstances and the context that generated them. In general, we can say that the current food policy are groups of people who are variously involved in the food system (consumer associations, third sector actors, academics, business associations, institutions, etc.)

The food policy councils act as real fora to enter the food issues in the institutional agenda, to animate the debate around the theme of food and to stimulate and policies at different levels. There are different models depending on their origin, composition and relationships with institutions: there are food council that are embedded in the City Council, others are independent from institutions and there is also a number of hybrid organizations.

A food policy council is not the solution to the problems of food and not, in itself, it is not necessarily a guarantee that we can promote and implement an innovative policy. They, rather, should be seen as a way - a precondition - to include new actors in the public arena and new needs and to avoid the mechanisms of representation that implicitly reproduce the exclusion of actors and needs that are not represented and that play a significant role in social innovation and in the process towards a more sustainable world.
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